
Hyver. 
Cybersecurity Optimization Platform.

| Real cybersecurity

Hyver by CYE is a cloud-based platform that combine technology, red team 
experts, and community knowledge to continuously increase and optimize 
the organization’s cybersecurity resilience.
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Security Assessment

Business Risk Evaluation

Mitigation Planning

Hyver conducts a comprehensive cybersecurity 

assessment, covering the entire organization. With highly 

experienced red teams performing real attacks, Hyver 

reveals complete attack routes that place business assets 

at risk.

Hyver uses advanced algorithms and graph modeling to 

calculate the risk of each attack scenario and route to 

evaluate the organization’s security level.

Hyver translates technical risks into business risks by 

correlating asset value, severity of vulnerabilities and 

threat actor activity.

Hyver creates an optimized mitigation plan by weighing 

the potential business impact against the exploitability of 

the threat and cost of mitigation. Hyver provides 

actionable steps to mitigate relevant threats, starting with 

those that present the highest risk to business assets. This 

enhances the company’s security posture, while enabling 

efficient allocation of resources and remediation efforts.

Hyver



Hyver structure

Added-value services

Security assessment

Strategic consultant

CISO-as-a-service

Incident response

Supply chain risk 

evaluation

Security due diligence

Training

Build your own SOC

Red team operations

Threat hunting

Purple team

CYE’s customers gain exclusive access 
to resilience-building solutions. “ Hyver is unmatched in the way it 

realistically evaluates our cyber risk 
levels. It’s strategic level assessments 
and risk prioritization capabilities 
excellently support our ongoing digital 
growth. ”

CISO at a Global Financial Institution

Founded: 2012
Offices: Israel, US, Europe
200+ global customers
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Optimal mitigation planner

Exposure visibility & analitics Vendor
assessment

CYE automatic 
assessment platform

CYE
experts

Vetted 
community

Plan, remediate 
& reduce risk

Cross 
organization 
assessment

Understand 
your cyber risk

Organization Ecosystem

Data-driven decisions and 

actions.

Real-time threat intelligence 

and top expert support.

Optimized investments of 

cybersecurity programs.

Benchmarked security 

strength against industry data.

Interactive findings and 

actionable recommendations.

No installation or configuration 

efforts.
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